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Felise Katz of PKA Technologies Named a Power 30 Solution Provider  

Among CRN’s 2019 Women of the Channel 

 

Suffern, NY, May 21, 2019 – PKA Technologies (PKA Tech) announced today that CRN®, a brand of The 

Channel Company, has named Felise Katz, CEO to its list of 2019 Power 30 Solution Providers, an elite 

subset of its prestigious Women of the Channel list.  

 

CRN’s editorial team chooses the list from a multitude of channel leadership applicants and selects the 

final honorees based on their professional accomplishments, demonstrated expertise, and ongoing 

dedication to the IT channel. The Power 30 Solution Providers belong to an exclusive group of the overall 

list: women leaders in solution provider organizations whose leadership and vision are key drivers of their 

companies’ success and have had significant influence to move the entire IT channel forward. 

 

Felise is the model, regardless of gender, when it comes to leadership in the high tech industry. She has 

steadily navigated PKA Tech through all the rapid technology changes and competitive threats, as well as 

the economic and geo-politic impacts of the past decades. PKA Tech remains today, a Platinum HPE 

Partner, healthier and stronger than ever, ” said Paul Cohen Sales Vice President of PKA Tech. 

 

“CRN’s 2019 Women of the Channel list honors influential leaders who are accelerating channel growth 

through mutually-beneficial partnerships, incredible leadership, strategic vision, and unique contributions 

in their field,” said Bob Skelley, CEO of The Channel Company. “This accomplished group of leaders is 

driving channel success and we are proud to honor their achievements.”  

 

PKA Tech believes, “as a full-service solutions provider, we understand that each IT environment has its 

own unique business needs. For this reason, we hold the highest certifications and partner levels to 

provide the best talent and solutions available on the market.  We pride ourselves in our long-standing 

relationships with our clients to assure that their business needs and initiatives are continuously met as 

technology endlessly evolves.”   

 

The 2019 Women of the Channel and Power 30 Solution Provider lists will be featured in the June issue 

of CRN Magazine and online at www.CRN.com/WOTC.  

 

http://www.crn.com/
http://www.thechannelco.com/
http://www.thechannelco.com/
http://www.crn.com/WOTC


About PKA Technologies 

PKA Technologies, Inc., a certified woman-owned business enterprise (W/BE) has been supplying IT 

Solutions, Products and Services for numerous organizations across diverse business sectors since 

1996. Fortune 50 companies, K12/Higher Education Institutions, small to midsize businesses, and State 

and Local Government Agencies turn to PKA for Enterprise-Class Solutions and Technologies.  PKA has 

forged strong alliances with Hewlett-Packard Enterprise, Intel, and other industry leaders, and is 

committed to the highest levels of customer services and their clients’ success. 

 
About The Channel Company  
The Channel Company enables breakthrough IT channel performance with our dominant media, 

engaging events, expert consulting and education and innovative marketing services and platforms. As 

the channel catalyst, we connect and empower technology suppliers, solution providers and end users. 

Backed by more than 30 years of unequalled channel experience, we draw from our deep knowledge to 

envision innovative new solutions for ever-evolving challenges in the technology marketplace. 

www.thechannelcompany.com   

 
Follow The Channel Company: Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook 
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